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ClearPathGPS Fleet Tracking Software Recognized with Industry 

Honors by Directory for Business Software 
 
[SANTA BARBARA, CA, Feb 6, 2019] Notching yet another piece of notable industry recognition, 
ClearPath’s GPS Fleet Tracking Software was recently awarded a 2019 Rising Star Award, 2019 
Premium Usability Award, and Verified Quality seal by FinancesOnline.com. ClearPathGPS also 
made it into the site’s top 50 fleet management companies. 
 
Earlier this year, ClearPathGPS released a new version of their cloud-based GPS tracking solution, 
which has already been generating enthusiastic customer responses like this one from Short Load 
Concrete GM, Richard Cobarrubias, “I like the enhancement to the dashboard itself, the zoom 
feature per vehicle which now brings up the street view…Coming from a route dispatcher 
background I can see where some of these [new] features and others will be helpful to [my 
team].” 
 
Says Steve Wells, ClearPathGPS CMO & Co-Founder, “our customers love that they are able to 
virtually ride shotgun along with every one of their drivers, as well as solve issues before they 
become problems. But, more than anything else, our customers love that they can depend upon 
our stellar US based customer success and support teams, which have a collective goal to never 
let our clients go to voicemail during business hours.” 
 
Companies both large and small that have made the switch from other GPS fleet tracking software 
vendors to ClearPath consistently note that their satisfaction is due to the company’s 
responsiveness to issues that arise, platform ease-of-use, and dedication to helping their clients 
make the most of the tool. Says Richard Ross, Cal-Stripe Equipment Manager, “With 100 units 
being tracked I have had nothing but an amazing experience with ClearPathGPS. Always there 
when I need them or have a question. The trackers are just as nice, easy to install, as well as the 
dash board being very user friendly. Never have I second guessed going with ClearPathGPS!” 
 
About Finances Online 
FinancesOnline is the fastest growing independent review platform for B2B, SaaS and financial 
solutions. The company offers a platform which combines opinions and recommendations from 
experts with carefully selected reviews from real users sharing their experience with each product, 
in order to let business owners and employees discover the best B2B & SaaS solutions. The 
ClearPathGPS overview prepared by FinancesOnline is one example among the thousands of 
insightful software reviews that the company has done. FinancesOnline boasts millions of users 
and has been recognized by TIME, Huffington Post, NBC News, Wired, Yahoo, and BuzzFeed. To 
learn more about their take on the definition of fleet management as well as how they review this 
type of software, visit their website today.  
 
About ClearPathGPS 
Founded in 2013, ClearPathGPS has been helping small to mid-sized business with GPS fleet 
tracking and manage their assets to operate more efficiently, safely, and profitably. The company’s 
telematics software platform and GPS tracking devices are used by thousands of businesses in all 
50 states and enjoy 5-star reviews on major third-party review sites. Based in Santa Barbara, CA, 
the team of 20+ people develops, sells, and supports products that are renowned in the industry 
for their ease of use, business results, and unmatched customer service.  
 

### 
 
For more information, please call Jen Lilienstein at 805.724.3572, visit https://cpgps.info/3min-
demo or email jen@clearpathgps.com.  


